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The Civil Engineering and Development Department in collaboration
with the Planning Department and the Antiquities and Monuments
Office organized the Stage 1 Public Engagement Programme for the
preservation of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge remnants in mid 2010 to
gather views and comments from the public on this preservation
project.  Summary of views and comments can be found in the
website www.ktd.gov.hk.

Stage 2 will soon start with a “Consensus Building” Workshop, aiming
at building consensus with the public on the land requirement for
preserving the Bridge remnants as well as connectivity with
neighbouring heritage resources.  Views on the displaying
approaches of the Bridge remnants will also be collected to provide
the basis for future formulation of design guidelines.

Introduction

Points for Discussion
Space Arrangement

Preservation corridor
Provide space with suitable ambience and comfortable environment
for appreciation.
Connection to neighbourhood districts
Enhance connectivity with historical and cultural resources in
neighbourhood districts, in particular, the Kowloon Walled City Park.

Exhibition Approach
Suitable ambience
Create a vibrant ambience echoing the past lively atmosphere of the
Bridge as a landing pier, or a landscaped tranquil ambience facilitating
appreciation of the Bridge remnants.
Preservation and display approaches
Avoid speculative recreation or excessive intervention to the Bridge
remnants in accordance with well recognized international
conservation principles.
Exhibition facilities
Possible to  install facilities such as physical models, photos, video,
multi-media display, pepper’s ghost and other audio-visual facilities
etc.



Built in 1873, the 200-metre-long Lung Tsun Stone
Bridge was once the landing pier connecting the
Kowloon Walled City.  Situated at the landward end
of the bridge, a pavilion was once used for greeting
Chinese imperial officials, known as "Pavilion for
Greeting Officials".

The Bridge and the Former Kowloon City Pier had
been modified or repaired many times due to district
development.  They were buried in 1942 during the
Japanese occupation in the Second World War.  It
was not until the implementation of the Kai Tak
Development that the Bridge remnants were
unearthed.  The government is now seeking the
best way to preserve the remnants and integrate
them into the Kai Tak Development.

History

The Bridge in the Past


